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Introduction
Taylor Kurtis is a dreamgirl with natural blonde hair and sparkling blue eyes. She's 5' 5 and with her
natural D-cup boobs she weighs in at just about 120 pounds. She does guys and girls on her site but you
can tell she really prefers to get busy with another beautiful lesbian!

Adult Review
Taylor Kurtis is a very hot blonde erotic model who even crosses over into the world of hardcore smut starlet for several
scenes. This is her official website and you won't see these clips of her anywhere else because these are exclusive scenes
never to be released on DvD or other websites.
  
  The site itself is very easy to use, in fact it's almost as easy to use as Taylor herself! Taylor Kurtis members also get access
to the other sites listed in the Included Sites list to the right side of this review. Which is important for two reasons: First, the
other sites on that list are high quality productions as well, and secondly the Achilles Heel of the Taylor Kurtis site is that it
only contains 11 video updates so far. 
  
  You get 1,000s of really hot high-res photos and the quality of the videos is great but the site is a somewhat new and does
not appear to update every week without exception. That means one month of membership to Taylor Kurtis is enough for you
to download pretty much all of the content on the site itself. However, what makes this a pretty good deal is the much larger
sites included in your membership.
  
  Taylor Kurtis offers a full access trial membership for $1.00 that gives you the same access as the full monthly package. A
real trial membership is rare these days and shows just how much the studio believes that the network they are offering you is
worth your time. However, The trial does recur at $29.95 instead of the standard monthly $24.95 rate. So, as usual The
Tongue suggests you skip the trial and get the full monthly membership instead.
  
  You can also get a monthly membership for $24.95 instead if you like what you see on the Included Sites list. For more
information click each of those links to see reviews by The Tongue of all the included sites as well. Buying this site is really
more about buying the network as a whole than it is about buying this one blonde hole for a month on her own.

Porn Summary
Taylor Kurtis is a very hot solo girl and the site itself is excellent but a bit too small for The Tongue's tastes. The Included
Sites on the network make it worth buying but only if you are into those sites as much as you are into Taylor.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A small solo girl site that also gives you access to a whole network of other sites'
Quality: 87  Updates: 75 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 86
Support: 84 Unique: 90    Taste: 88        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
GirlsOnMachines (91) ,NicoleBrazzleXXX (Preview) ,TracyTrix (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Blondes, Exclusive, Hardcore, Solo
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